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Executive Summary 
Small and medium businesses are continuously trying to cut costs any way possible. Outsourcing non-
core activities and tasks to other skilled operators is a globally proven method in achieving that. ABC 
is a healthcare consulting firm which focuses on enabling healthcare practitioners to dedicate on 
patients fully. At the same time, administrative and clerical tasks are taken care of by a skilled 
outsourced team of operators. 

The Global market for outsourcing business-related activities (BPO) is expected to grow to $405 billion 
by 2027. US is the largest market for BPO services, accounting for a third ($132.9 billion) of the market. 

The BPO services are most demanded in the Finance, IT & Telecommunications and the Manufacturing 
industries. However, driven by the growth of the geriatric population, regulatory changes, as well as 
the rising healthcare costs, Healthcare remains a significant market for BPO. 

BPO service providers use models that are based on a couple of things; 1) the number of aspects of a 
process that will be outsourced, 2) based on the tasks that will be outsourced, 3) as well as the location 
of the team providing outsourcing services. 

Onshore Healthcare outsourcing in the US is partially provided by freelancers. They represent the 
second largest sector that is outsourced in the US, following the Public and Government sector.  

90% of US physicians prefer to engage with US-based BPO providers. However, 91% also prefers the 
least expensive outsourcing options. 

Among the best nearshore outsourcing countries are Mexico, Brazil, Colombia and Peru. The best 
offshore providers are coming from the Asian continent - India, China, Malaysia, Indonesia, Vietnam 
and Thailand. 

Among the numerous processes and operations that are outsourced in Healthcare, Revenue Cycle 
Management is expected to experience significant growth. 

The US Healthcare BPO market consists of 6,146 hospitals and 1,022,006 physicians. The expected 
shortage of 124,000 physicians in the US, alongside the numerous hospitals that outsource medical IT 
services (and are considering to), are an avid indicator of the demand for Healthcare BPO services. 

The Philippines represent an outstanding BPO service providing hotspot, but it’s not without its flaws. 
The country’s BPO providers are suffering from high worker turnover, business shifts from 
metropolitan towards more urban areas as well as skilled labor shortages. 

The performed competitor analysis showcased that most of the competitors are US-based and had 
begun their operations in the 2000s. The operators in this industry are mostly medium or large 
companies, which offer numerous types of BPO services. 30% of the analyzed competitors specialized 
in Healthcare BPO services.  

Most of the BPO clients came from the Healthcare, Finance, and Retail & eCommerce industries. 
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Introduction 

ABC is a US health care consulting firm dedicated to providing robust solutions to small to medium 

sized organizations and medical practices. 

The consultancy combines innovative HIPAA-compliant web-based technologies with qualified nurses 

& physicians to deliver a highly effective solutions that enables physicians to focus on their core duties 

– providing healthcare to patients. 

ABC’ service offering supplies their clients with administrative and clerical support for tasks such as 

virtual scribing, customer service, submitting records, attending meetings virtually, and much more. 

The following document represents market research surrounding general outsourcing and more 

specifically, the Business Process Outsourcing landscapes. The first step involves a global overview, 

followed by outlining specific countries, such as the Philippines and the US.  

The document looks closely into the potential of the US Healthcare market for outsourcing services, 

the trends affecting the outsourcing sector, the sectors' market and industry size. Additionally, an 

analysis of the Philippine outsourcing competitors is performed to enrich the information and findings 

of this research. 
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Industry Analysis 
The outsourcing and shared services landscape involves an organization hiring or subcontracting 

another specialized company or individual to perform specific tasks or functions at scale. Outsourcing 

is divided into three main categories based on the location of the personnel that is outsourced, namely 

onshore, nearshore, and offshore.  

This research's focus is placed on offshore outsourcing. The top-down approach is used, where an 

overview of the global data is presented at first, followed by information surrounding the US and the 

Philippines. 

Industry Overview – Outsourcing and BPO 

BPO Industry Statistics 

Business Process Outsourcing or BPO represents a method where various business-related operations 

are subcontracted to third-party vendors.  

The prominent Market Research Company IBISWorld, in their report, states that the US BPO market 

size in 2020 will reach $132.9 billion - accounting for a third of the entire BPO market. Another report 

published by the Market Research Company - Grand View Research projects that the market will reach 

a value of $405 billion by 2027, growing at a Compound Growth Rate (CAGR) of 8%.  

In regards to the Healthcare BPO landscape, market research companies such as Globe Newswire, Data 

Bridge, Research and Markets, Market Data Forecast and Verified Market Research provide more 

information. Some of these companies report that Healthcare BPO market was valued near $200 

billion in 2018. It is expected that the market will reach over $400 in the upcoming five-to-seven years, 

at a Compound Annual Growth Rate of more than 10%. 

Key drivers attributing to the growth of the market include the increasing global geriatric population, 

various regulatory changes, the rising healthcare costs, and the need to improve the payer's 

operational efficiency and customer satisfaction among others. 

 

https://www.grandviewresearch.com/press-release/global-business-process-outsourcing-bpo-market#:~:text=The%20global%20business%20process%20outsourcing,business%20activities%20is%20cost%20saving.
https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2019/05/08/1819498/0/en/Healthcare-BPO-Market-Size-will-reach-nearly-USD-449-623-8-million-in-revenues-by-2023-CAGR-of-12-3-Automation-to-Drive-Healthcare-BPO-Industry-Says-MRFR.html
https://www.databridgemarketresearch.com/reports/global-healthcare-bpo-market
https://www.databridgemarketresearch.com/reports/global-healthcare-bpo-market
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20190927005125/en/576-Bn-Healthcare-BPO-Market---Global
https://www.marketdataforecast.com/market-reports/healthcare-bpo-market
https://www.verifiedmarketresearch.com/product/global-healthcare-bpo-market-size-and-forecast-to-2025/
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Sectors making the most out of BPO services are the BFSI 

(Banking, Finance Service, and Insurance). Following are IT 

& Telecommunication, as well as the Manufacturing 

industries. According to Grand View Research's report 

Healthcare BPO are the fourth largest end-user sector. The 

growing demand for quality care is a significant driver fueling the need for Healthcare BPO services. 

In geographic terms, North America is the region that 

accounted for the largest share of the Healthcare BPO 

market. An illustration of the market share is made available 

in DataM Intelligence’s report. It can be seen that North 

America accounts for nearly 50% of the Healthcare BPO 

market globally, followed by Europe and the Asia-Pacific region. 

BPO Business Models 

In regards to the most commonly used business models used in the BPO industry Outsource 

Philippines’ article, and Tutorial-Report’s article enlists the following ones: 

● Transactional BPO: Transactional BPO handles one aspect of a process only. The customer has 
to carry out a significant part of the process in-house, and hence the customer owns the risk of 
the process. Also, outsourcing many aspects of the process in a transactional mode leads to 
complex fragmentation which can pose as a threat to productive delivery. 

● Niche BPO: A niche BPO carries out 3-4 aspects of a process. A niche BPO, which also makes 
certain investments in the customer's process, aims at improving the efficiency of the process. 
The vendor in a niche BPO works in close coordination with the buyer, sometimes seeking the 
services of the customer's employees. Both the vendor and the buyer share the risk of the 
process. 

A safe, proven and highly appreciated approach in business is being an expert in a field. This 
enables focusing on the core clients, providing core services, and employing core workers. 
Being recognized as a specialized provider of services is a viable tactic to ensure short-term 
business and growth, until deciding to take on broader workloads (Comprehensive BPO).  

Our recommendation for ABC is to consider the Niche BPO business model. 

 

https://www.grandviewresearch.com/industry-analysis/business-process-outsourcing-bpo-market
https://www.datamintelligence.com/research-report/healthcare-bpo-market
https://www.outsource-philippines.com/common-business-process-outsourcing-models/
http://www.tutorial-reports.com/business/outsourcing/bpo/models.php#:~:text=Niche%20BPO%3A%20A%20niche%20BPO,services%20of%20the%20customer's%20employees.
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● Comprehensive BPO: This BPO model handles both transactional and administrative tasks in a 
process and takes 70% responsibility of the output. The vendor purchases the buyer's assets 
and also hires most of its employees. Comprehensive vendors have the ability to make 
interrelated functions more efficient by introducing best practices, thereby reducing the total 
cost of a function. Customers obviously look for high-degree of financial strength in the vendor 
before engaging in this kind of an outsourcing arrangement.  
The number of outsourcers which have done these kinds of deals is limited to a handful. 
Comprehensive BPO has bulk deals lasting for 7-10 years. 

o Joint Venture Contract: In this model, two businesses enter a joint agreement where 
they’ll share assets, profits, and even losses. Further, the terms and conditions often 
state that the client firm and the service provider will both share in the workforce, 
capital, and time until project completion. 

● Global Outsourcing: Clients outsource tasks to several specialized firms in various countries. 
This set-up helps both parties, especially those in underdeveloped countries. 

● Project-Based Outsourcing: Project-based outsourcing works well for companies with one-
time or irregular projects. 

● Staff Leasing: With this model, a firm outsources a few employees or a part of their time instead 
of a team or one company. Companies usually choose this BPO model when they need more 
skilled employees but not their full-time services. 

● Offshoring: In this model, a company branches off to many countries, wherein the parent firm 
directs the training of employees. Aside from sharing tasks within the branches, they outsource 
a handful of their duties from other companies, too. This method allows them to leverage 
talents and cut operation costs while keeping control of their process and service delivery. 

Accenture’s 2015 report (page 15) showcases three BPO Operating Model Progressions, based on the 

adoption of contemporary technology and the opportunities the sourcing market presents.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BPO Service providers are increasingly offering a portfolio of options for engagement and contracting 

due to the technology and maturity in the sourcing market. This technology enables the fastest movers 

and adopters of platform-based BPO and BPaaS (Business Process as a Service) to address new 

demands quickly and become more consumer and provider oriented.   

https://www.accenture.com/t20151105T022055__w__/us-en/_acnmedia/Accenture/Conversion-Assets/DotCom/Documents/Global/PDF/Dualpub_23/Accenture-HfS-Blueprint-Healthcare-Payer-Operations-SEP2015-Excerpt.pdf
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Markets and Markets’ report provides insights into the general segmentation of the Healthcare BPO 

services. They identified the following segments. 

By Payer Service By Provider Service By Pharmaceutical Service 

Claims Management  Revenue Cycle Management  Manufacturing Services  

Integrated Front-end  Patient Enrollment & Strategic Planning  R&D Services 

Services and Back-office Operations  Patient Care  

         •Medical Transcription  

         •Medical Imaging  

         •Device Monitoring 

Non-clinical Services 

        •Sales & Marketing Services  

                    •Analytics 

                    •Marketing Services 

                    •Research 

                    •Forecasting 

                    •Performance Reporting 

Member Management  

Product Development and Business 

Acquisition (PDBA)  

Provider Management  

Care Management  

Billing & Accounts Management 

 

The most common Healthcare operations offered by the Healthcare BPO providers according to 

Industry ARC’s report include member enrollment, physician enrollment, medical billing, patient 

monitoring, staffing, medical coding, patient safety, medical transcripts, physician practice 

management, finance and accounts, supply chain management, improved process tracking and 

reporting, pricing maintenance and configuration, and hospitality. 

US Onshore Healthcare Outsourcing 

In order to understand whether doctors from US outsource, or whether they prefer to outsource 

onshore, or offshore, we need to look at some numbers as well. One approach is to overview the 

freelance or the 'gig' economy briefly. The gig economy represents the free market system in which 

temporary positions are common, and organizations hire independent workers for short-term 

commitments. 

This gig economy is made of freelancers, which, according to Forbes' article currently, there are 57 

million of them in the US.  

The Online Media company- Fortunly, in a couple of posts (1 and 2) outline a few interesting findings 

regarding the US’ freelance and ‘gig’ environments. 

● More than 93% of organizations are considering or have already adopted cloud services to 
improve outsourcing. 

● About 300,000 jobs get outsourced out of the US each year. 

https://www.marketsandmarkets.com/Market-Reports/healthcare-outsourcing-bpo-market-472.html#:~:text=Based%20on%20provider%20services%2C%20the,strategic%20planning%2C%20and%20patient%20care.&text=The%20non%2Dclinical%20services%20segment,CAGR%20during%20the%20forecast%20period.
https://www.industryarc.com/Report/18939/us-healthcare-outsourcing-market
https://www.forbes.com/sites/jonyounger/2019/12/22/the-last-five-years-of-freelancing-in-america-whats-changed/#:~:text=In%202015%20Upwork%20determined%20that,four%20million%20freelancers%20is%20impressive.
https://fortunly.com/statistics/outsourcing-statistics/#:~:text=2.,many%20people%20view%20outsourcing%20negatively.
https://fortunly.com/statistics/gig-economy-statistics
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● According to the latest available data, most US gig workers are hired in the Government/Public 
sector (14%). The two other industries hiring the most freelancers are Education and Health 
(10%), and Professional and Business Services (10%). 

This data suggests that the US’ gig economy is set to grow exponentially in the future, therefore 

providing numerous outsourcing opportunities, onshore, and offshore.   

Relevant to the US physicians’ preferences on outsourcing Healthcare services, an older Kareo Black 

Book survey managed to deduce that: 

● 90% of the physicians preferred a US-based call center manager to interact with practice staff. 

● 94% of physicians prefer an onshore, US-based call center for patients to reach out to. 

● 91% of physicians prefer the least expensive outsourcing options. 

● 42% of small physicians' practices with employed billing staff hope to move billing services to 
outsourced providers within the following year. 

● Of the small practices that plan to keep in-house billing, 82% hope to integrate practice 
management, billing, and EHR (Electronic Health Record) into a single vendor solution. 

Best Outsourcing Countries 

This part of the document aims to showcase the countries which are the prime locations for 

outsourcing competent talent. This data provides alternatives to outsourcing BPO talent from one 

country.  

Alongside the lower-cost threshold of offshore outsourcing aid, the other determining factors usually 

include the country’s inclination towards data security and privacy, skill set, and the Government’s 

support for the outsourcing sector among others. 

Data from Consultancies, Marketing and Media companies such as business.com, Concert8, Insider, 

Deloitte, World Population Review, and Kearney was pulled and analyzed. The following countries 

were identified as the ideal BPO nearshore and offshore alternative outsourcing destinations: 

Nearshore: Mexico, Brazil, Colombia, and Peru. 

Offshore: India, China, Malaysia, Indonesia, Vietnam, and Thailand. 

The information above, according to the classification made by World Population Review – a 

demographics company, leads to the deduction that some of the best outsourcing countries are 

countries categorized as 3rd world ones. 

https://www.beckersasc.com/asc-coding-billing-and-collections/90-of-solo-small-physician-practices-plan-to-outsource-medical-billing.html
https://www.business.com/articles/countries-for-business-process-outsourcing/
https://concert8.com/2019/06/where-are-the-top-5-countries-for-outsourcing-in-2019
https://markets.businessinsider.com/news/stocks/the-5-best-countries-to-outsource-to-in-2019-plus-the-top-14-outsourcing-companies-data-entry-agencies-1028079868
https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/us/Documents/process-and-operations/2019-global-shared-services-survey-results.pdf
https://worldpopulationreview.com/country-rankings/third-world-countries
https://www.kearney.com/digital-transformation/gsli?utm_source=PRNewswire&utm_medium=pr&utm_term=DT&utm_campaign=2019GSLI&utm_content=
https://worldpopulationreview.com/country-rankings/third-world-countries
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Outsourcing Industry Trends 

The analysis of the outsourcing trends was conducted via processing data from a couple of prominent 

sources such as Deloitte, Forbes as the outsourcing company ARDEM Inc. The most relevant 

outsourcing trends extrapolated from available data suggested that the following ones should not be 

overlooked: 

● Cloud Computing 

The emphasis that out of all of the new exponential technologies observed in the outsourcing 
landscape, cloud computing has been by far the most transformative one to date. Cloud 
computing provides stability, security and greater flexibility in outsourcing processes. 

● Robotic Process Automation (RPA) 

This software automatically executes routine, repetitive, and structure work based on a set of 
rules. Moreover, a Gartner study uncovered that 48% of shared services organizations 
(outsourcing entities) are evaluating the next steps in RPA adoption and usage. 

● Artificial Intelligence (AI) 

AI enables computer systems to perform tasks that would normally demand a human being's 
intelligence (intuition, judgment, creativity, persuasion and problem solving). 

Chatbot technology is expanding rapidly not only among the Outsourcing and Shared Services 
buyers and providers but across other verticals. The benefits affect the user's experience, 
accessibility, high-handling capacity, low maintenance costs and faster turnarounds. 

Taking a closer look at the outsourcing trends in the Healthcare sector, the publishing company 

Becker’s Healthcare in one article point out the outsourcing trends in this area: 

● Information Technology 

When data collection and analysis functions are outsourced, systems have access, through the 
vendors, to the most up-to-date technology for data collection and analysis without any capital 
investments. 

● Clinical Services 

Growth in clinical and patient care services has been noted. The most outsourced patient care 
services include Anesthesia, Emergency Department Staffing, Dialysis Services, Diagnostic 
Imaging and Hospitalist Staffing.  

One of the most critical aspects of Healthcare Outsourcing is the Revenue Cycle Management – which 

represents a process that is used by a plethora of healthcare systems in the US as well as around the 

world. This type of management tracks the revenue from patients forms their initial appointments or 

encounters with the healthcare system to their final payment of the balance.  

http://outsourcing-outlook.com/assets/pdf/Deloitte-DOC-Whitepaper_outsourcing-and-shared-services2019-2023.pdf
https://www.forbes.com/sites/theyec/2019/07/12/top-four-business-process-outsourcing-trends-to-expect-in-2019/#30edad1f2347
https://ardem.com/business-trends/business-process-outsourcing-2020/
https://www.gartner.com/smarterwithgartner/shared-services-poised-for-next-level-robotics/
https://www.beckershospitalreview.com/hr/outsourcing-is-exploding-in-healthcare-will-the-trend-last.html
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Markets and Markets’ report points out that the Revenue Cycle Management segment is expected to 

grow significantly. The segment's Annual growth can be attributed mainly to the lower rates of 

reimbursements in the healthcare industry, reductions in the overall healthcare costs, various 

initiatives undertaken by the Government for implementing RCM solutions, as well as the increasing 

expenditure by the Healthcare IT. 

These are the most relevant trends and areas of focus surrounding the Revenue Cycle Management 

according to Access Healthcare – a leading RCM provider: 

1. Shifting Physician Concentration to Larger Establishments 

Economies of scale and better access to technologies are among the drivers that lead physicians 
to consolidate into larger physician groups (hospitals, and health systems). This enables 
physicians to leverage better negotiating power with health plans. 

2. Patient Experience Improvement 

Consumer-Directed Health Plans (CDHPs) are becoming more accessible, resulting in greater 
patient responsibility for the costs of care. As a result, collecting patient deductibles upfront is 
becoming the key to success. 

3. Revenue Cycle Platforms – Strengthening Cloud-Based Models 

The shift to cloud-based revenue cycle platforms will continue to surge. Numerous platform 
players have begun focusing on different specialty niches. Further consolidation is expected as 
the new connected ecosystem demands increasing investments in analytics and more 
seamlessness between inpatient and outpatient platforms. 

4. Intelligent Revenue Cycle Automation Technologies 

According to many industry analysts, about one-third of revenue cycle processes can be 
automated. Revenue cycle processes are comprised of a high volume of business rules-driven 
repeatable processes – a perfect business case for applying intelligent, robotic process 
automation technologies. 

5. Cybersecurity 

Protecting the privacy and security of consumer information to maintain consumer trust in 
sharing data is critical to the success of the changing business of Healthcare. A total of 32 million 
patient records were breached in the first half of 2019 – double the total for all of 2018, 
according to the latest Protenus Breach Barometer. As many as 60% of these incidents were a 
result of hacking. 

https://www.marketsandmarkets.com/Market-Reports/healthcare-outsourcing-bpo-market-472.html#:~:text=Based%20on%20provider%20services%2C%20the,strategic%20planning%2C%20and%20patient%20care.&text=The%20non%2Dclinical%20services%20segment,CAGR%20during%20the%20forecast%20period.
https://www.accesshealthcare.com/resources/whitepapers/top-revenue-cycle-trends-in-2019
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Market Analysis 
Regarding the US doctors that are actively practicing medicine, the non-profit Kaiser Family Foundation 

provides useful data. Based on the statistics available on the foundation's website, there’s a total of 

1,022,006 professionally active physicians in the country. 

Based on the number of active physicians per 

state, the states that have the most 

professionally active physicians are California, 

New York, and Texas. The total number of 

hospitals in the US is 6,146, according to data 

from the American Hospital Association.  

The renowned consultancy Deloitte, in a report, 

alluded towards a looming lack of physicians in 

the US peaking at 124,000 physicians by 2025, with primary care accounting for the largest share of 

the shortage, at 37%. This could open up an opportunity for outsourcing providers to try and fill in the 

gap to some extent. 

Healthcare BPO brings a myriad of benefits to healthcare providers, some of whom expressed in a 

recent survey (based on surveying 545 hospital leaders) performed by Black Book Market Research. In 

the survey, two of the more significant outsourcing areas where hospitals outsourced aid, included the 

diagnostic imaging service lines - Teleradiology and Medical Imaging Equipment. Also, an older 

instalment of the same survey found that almost 3/4 of hospitals over 300 beds are outsourcing 

(Medical) IT services. Their survey concluded that 90% of the hospital leaders were either actively 

considering adopting Healthcare outsourcing services or had already done so.   

Apart from medical billing and medical transcription, other commonly outsourced Healthcare BPO 

services involve Data Entry operations and IT. Application development is also up there, according to 

the Outsourcing/Offshoring company-Flatworld Solutions' article. 

https://www.kff.org/other/state-indicator/total-active-physicians/?activeTab=map&currentTimeframe=0&selectedDistributions=total&sortModel=%7B%22colId%22:%22Location%22,%22sort%22:%22asc%22%7D
https://www.aha.org/system/files/media/file/2020/01/2020-aha-hospital-fast-facts-new-Jan-2020.pdf
https://www2.deloitte.com/global/en/pages/life-sciences-and-healthcare/articles/global-health-care-sector-outlook.html
https://blackbookmarketresearch.newswire.com/news/pressures-of-value-based-care-reforms-trigger-sharp-increase-in-21000011
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/providers-to-adopt-it-outsourcing-solutions-in-2016-as-more-hospitals-and-physician-practices-slide-deeper-into-financial-uncertainty-black-book-survey-300183692.html
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The lack of capital funds to replace old and acquire new advanced imaging centers is emphasized as a 

significant reason for outsourcing demand. This affects the majority of US' hospitals, according to data 

from Black Book Market Research’ study.  

Offshoring healthcare services can significantly help hospitals struggling financially by reducing costs 

while implementing value-based programs. One of the study’s findings indicated that by 2022, the 

average hospitals would have to reduce their costs by 24% just to break-even. In addition, the pressure 

to deliver value-based care at a high-quality is pushing 9 out of 10 hospitals to consider outsourcing to 

provide the necessary clinical expertise. 

The information gathered suggests two things:  

1. The majority of US Healthcare providers are adopting modern technologies and methods that will 
shorten repetitive tasks. 

2. By doing this, health providers are enabled to focus solely on their patients.  

These contemporary approaches come in the form of Healthcare BPO services of which the most 
sought after are Medical Billing, Medical Transcription, as well as Diagnostic Imaging Service lines - 
Teleradiology and Medical Imaging Equipment. 

Healthcare BPO Challenges 

Black Book Market Research’s older edition of the same survey, unearths a couple of issues arising 

between US hospital CEOs and Healthcare BPO service providers: 

● A strategic mistake in the pursuit of outsourced services.    

In some cases, hospitals outsourced functions when they shouldn’t have, because they had 
unrealistic expectations about the services being purchased, and misunderstanding of the full 
costs. 

● A mistake in contracting.  

This was the outcome either when the hospital accepted a poorly defined scope of work, and 
when sufficiently concrete standards and objectives for the job were not provided. 

● Inefficient vendor mismanagement.  

The vendor either didn’t deliver the quality and quantity of service expected or expanded the 
work (and the billing) beyond the original scope.  

● Wrong vendor selection. 

On a more general and broader note, in regards to the overall outsourcing industry, a valuable source 
of information provides Deloitte’s shared services survey (conducted on 379 respondents across nine 

https://blackbookmarketresearch.newswire.com/news/pressures-of-value-based-care-reforms-trigger-sharp-increase-in-21000011
https://www.healthcarefinancenews.com/news/hospital-costs-should-be-cut-24-percent-2022-break-even-outsourcing-may-help-survey-says
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/providers-to-adopt-it-outsourcing-solutions-in-2016-as-more-hospitals-and-physician-practices-slide-deeper-into-financial-uncertainty-black-book-survey-300183692.html
https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/us/Documents/process-and-operations/2019-global-shared-services-survey-results.pdf
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industries) emphasizing some of the reasons as to why the organizations have opted against using a 
multifunctional model (outsourcing/shared services/BPO): 

1. 52% of respondents indicated they were not ready for end-to-end process execution. 

2. 34% said lack of leadership support was the primary factor for opting against a multifunctional 
model. 

3. 25% said that maintaining connections with functional priorities was the major challenge. 

4. 7% said the difficulty in sourcing functional talent impeded the expansion of functional scope. 

BPO Factors to Consider (Philippines) 

The data presented in this segment of the research refers to the Philippine BPO landscape, which offers 

some valuable insights. 

● A shift towards more suburban areas 

The IT & Services company-TELUS International, in an article informs of the growing success 
and growth of the Outsourcing industry in the Philippines. It continues to make the point that 
a steady rise in BPO operator salary would eventually follow. But, with higher wages comes an 
increased local cost of living and more traffic and congestion in urban areas where outsourcing 
centers are traditionally located. In order to keep costs at bay, a growing number of companies 
are beginning to consider suburban or rural locations for their BPO operations.  

● Removal of Income Tax Holidays on New Investments in the BPO Sector 

The Government’s Comprehensive Tax Reform Programme seeks to reduce the corporate 
income tax (CIT) rate starting in 2021 from the current 30% to 20% by 2029.  

● Potential Skilled Labor Shortage 

Between 80 and 90 per cent of the Philippine employees in the BPO sector are college 
graduates (Source). The fundamental requirement for any BOP provider, alongside having 
spoken and written English language skills is being a graduate. This points towards a potential 
lack of technically-skilled workforce that have accumulated specialized international 
certifications. This would include financial analysts with CFA (Certified Financial Accountant) 
certifications, and in medical transcribes that are usually specialized, nurses.  

The skills gap in the BPO sector is likely to become more severe as the industry expands. Experts 
estimate that for the industry to grow at the targeted rate of 15% per year 150,000 new 
entrants are needed each year, not taking attrition into account. This would require 60% of all 
new graduates to enter the BPO sector, which, given the recent take-up rate, is unrealistic. As 
the industry expands, there will likely be too few college graduates to meet demand. 

● High turnover of BPO workers. Aside from skilled labor shortages, the BPO sector tends to 
suffer relatively high turnover rates, which translates to more recruitment cycles and 
continuous initial training costs for employers. 

https://www.telusinternational.com/articles/philippines-outsourcing
https://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---asia/---ro-bangkok/---sro-bangkok/documents/publication/wcms_538193.pdf
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Healthcare BPO Pricing 

Since one of the most outsourced Healthcare services is Medical Billing (as deduced in the prior parts 

of the research), this part of the document looks into this particular BPO's service. The aim is to 

establish the basic framework of the Healthcare BPO pricing. 

However, the Medical Billing providing company - Valletta, through years of observing and studying 

the Medical Billing market, managed to fashion a chart portraying billing price points, depending on 

the services that are included or demanded.  

 

According to their analysis, there are a few different pricing structures in the medical billing industry. 

Still, most are percentage-based (i.e. clients are charged based on how much their billing company 

collects on their behalf). 

The IT company-Software Advice's article was used 

to place a numeric value behind the costs of a 

Healthcare BPO service. The article contrasts a 

hypothetical cost for performing an In-House vs 

Outsourced Billing. These are the assumptions that 

Software advice used in the production of the 

Medical Billing comparison analysis.  

 

https://thevallettagroup.com/medical-billing-rates-average-company-prices-for-services/
https://www.softwareadvice.com/resources/outsource-medical-billing/
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Costs In House Medical Billing Outsourced Medical Billing 

Billing Department / Staff  This cost is calculated by adding the median salaries of two medical billing 

staff members with their health care costs, federal and state taxes, training 

costs, and other ancillary costs such as office space, statement paper and 

office stationery. 

In this model, a staff member has to follow up/communicate with the third-party 

billing company and undertake administrative tasks of managing all the 

information. They would be required to devote at least 52 hours per year of their 

office time for such activities. 

Software and hardware  This cost would typically include the annual fees for practice management 

software (about $200 per physician per month, totaling $7,200) and 

another $800 for computer hardware costs.  

This cost reflects the cost of operating the computer and printer (say, $500 per 

year). The independent practice would have to bear to keep communicating with 

the third-party billing service or print important documents. 

Direct claim processing  This cost covers the clearinghouse fees for doing billing in-house, which is 

approximately $375 per month (for four physicians) or $4,500 per year. 

Third-party medical billing service providers usually charge a percentage of the 

amount of the collected claims as to their fees. The industry average is 7%. 

Percentage of claims 

(billing amount) 

collected.  

Though the percentage of revenue collected by a practice varies 

significantly based on its specialty, on average, a practice collects 60% of 

what it bills.  

In this model, on average, a practice collects 70% of what it bills. However, many 

medical billing service providers could increase collection rates even further. 

Collections 60% of the total collections of $2,500,000, which is $1,500,000.  70% of the total collections of $2,500,000, which is $1,750,000. 

Collection costs In-house and outsourced: These are total costs associated with billing, software, and hardware as well as direct claim processing. 

Collections, net of costs In-house and outsourced: “Collections” minus “Collection Costs” are the net collections. 
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Based on this hypothetical cost scenario, generally speaking, the overall cost for collecting payment, 

whether outsourced or in-house, is relatively close. Although cost reductions are essential, that real 

value of Healthcare BPO is seen in the unique benefits BPO provides. These include enabling access to 

a skilled workforce, focus on patient care, and improved patient experience, among others. 

Competition Analysis 
ABC’s consideration to operate a BPO firm in the Philippines demands a brief introduction to the 

country’s outsourcing potential and BPO opportunities. To comprehensively overview ABC's BPO 

competition in the Philippines, it is relevant to overview the country's BPO landscape briefly. 

The Philippines is home to 851 registered BPO companies, more than half of which are call centers 

(429), based on the latest Philippine Statistics Authority’s (PSA) data. Almost 400 (46.2%) firms provide 

computer or IT-related services. Twenty are medical transcription businesses, while nine are 

animated films and cartoon production houses. 

The United States is the country's most significant outsourcing client, making up around 65% of the 

local BPO market. 

The Digital Marketing agency - Grit PH point out two 

common categorizations of BPO services in their 

article; vertical and horizontal. 

Horizontal BPO – Function-specific services performed 
across various industries or business types. Examples: 
HR, IT, and procurement. 

Vertical BPO – Industry-specific services that specialize 
in a specific industry. Examples: Finance, Legal, and 
Healthcare. 

In regards to the most commonly outsourced types of 

business processes that the Philippines provide are: 

● Call Center Services  

https://psa.gov.ph/sites/default/files/LABSTAT%20Updates%20%20Vol%2022%20No%2013%20on%20Industry%20Profile%20-%20BPO%202018_0.pdf
https://grit.ph/bpo/
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Call centers provide both voice and non-voice service for telemarketing, lead generation, 
market intelligence, inbound and outbound sales, customer care, and technical after-sales 
support. 

● Data Entry Services 

Documentation, filing and processing of forms. Data capture and compilation, database 
creation, and updating online catalogs. 

● Human Resource Services 

Finding and screening job candidates, New hire onboarding and training, Employee file 
administration and management, Compensation and benefits management, Salary, and 
withholding income tax computation. 

● Information Technology Services  

IT outsourcing consists of IT infrastructure and IT-enabled services. 

● Financial and Accounting Services  

(Accounting and bookkeeping, Accounts payable and receivable management, Tax reporting 
and preparation, financial analysis, auditing, and reporting) 

● Procurement Services 

In light of the Healthcare BPO Philippine service provider analysis, the sources whence the competitor 

data was gathered is provided below: 

● The Outsource/Offshoring company-Outsource Accelerator via their aggregator they showcase 
a total of 700 BPO providers. 

● Staff.com’s blog contains a spreadsheet with over 70 Philippine BPO service providers. 

● Clutch.co’s list displays a total of 126 Philippine BPO companies. 

A sample of Healthcare BPOs in the US and the Philippines was created in order to accumulate more 

in-depth knowledge and insight regarding the competition's business. 

The competition analysis can be viewed by following this Google Spreadsheet Competitors Analysis.  

The analyzed competitors include: 

● ActiveOne Health  
● Transkripsyo Inc.  
● Infinit-O Global  
● Context Global Solutions  
● OBPO  
● Magellan Solutions  
● Premier BPO, Inc.  

https://www.outsourceaccelerator.com/guide/top-40-bpo-companies-in-the-philippines/#:~:text=The%20BPO%20(Business%20Process%20Outsourcing,across%20some%20700%20outsourcing%20companies.
https://blog.staff.com/list-of-philippine-outsourcing-companies/
https://clutch.co/ph/bpo?page=2
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1bSiSVapY68JryN7e5yld5mCiiMQXYhcY_NJ4UGG8ZFY/edit?usp=sharing
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● MicroSourcing  
● SourceFit and  
● Unity Communications 

Below are the insights from the analysis. 

1. Based on the location of the competitors’ Headquarters, 80% are located in the Philippines and 

20% in the US. 

2. The Majority (90%) are founded in the 2000s. The only exception being Context Global 

Solutions which is founded in 2014. 

3. MicroSourcing has the largest revenue of $87.8 million. The smallest earner is SourceFit with 

$288,704. 

4. Most of the competitors are companies that employ either between 51 – 200 workers (30%), 

or 501 – 1,000 (30%). 

5. All competitors have Healthcare BPO services. However, only 30% specialize in that type of 

outsourcing. Other outsourcing services include: billing, transcribing, bookkeeping, analysis, 

call center services, data services. 

6. The industries that demanded the most BPO services are Healthcare, Finance and Retail and 

eCommerce. The least BPO clients had the Travel, Logistics and Real Estate industries. 

7. 30% had no certification, while the remainder had some ISO certification.  40% followed HIPAA 

guidelines. 

 

 


